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Abstract

Spinal cord injury (SCI) typically causes devastating neurological deficits, particularly through damage to fibers descending from the brain to
the spinal cord. A major current area of research is focused on the mechanisms of adaptive plasticity that underlie spontaneous or induced
functional recovery following SCI. Spontaneous functional recovery is reported to be greater early in life, raising interesting questions about
how adaptive plasticity changes as the spinal cord develops. To facilitate investigation of this dynamic, we have developed a SCI model in the
neonatal mouse. The model has relevance for pediatric SCI, which is too little studied. Because neural plasticity in the adult involves some of
the same mechanisms as neural plasticity in early life1, this model may potentially have some relevance also for adult SCI. Here we describe
the entire procedure for generating a reproducible spinal cord compression (SCC) injury in the neonatal mouse as early as postnatal (P) day 1.
SCC is achieved by performing a laminectomy at a given spinal level (here described at thoracic levels 9-11) and then using a modified Yasargil
aneurysm mini-clip to rapidly compress and decompress the spinal cord. As previously described, the injured neonatal mice can be tested
for behavioral deficits or sacrificed for ex vivo physiological analysis of synaptic connectivity using electrophysiological and high-throughput
optical recording techniques1. Earlier and ongoing studies using behavioral and physiological assessment have demonstrated a dramatic, acute
impairment of hindlimb motility followed by a complete functional recovery within 2 weeks, and the first evidence of changes in functional circuitry
at the level of identified descending synaptic connections1.

Video Link

The video component of this article can be found at https://www.jove.com/video/53498/

Introduction

During the last decade, increasing evidence obtained from different spinal cord injury (SCI) models has shown that spinal networks can
reorganize spontaneously to contribute to functional recovery1-9. Adaptive plasticity has as a consequence become an important topic in SCI
research. It has been shown that plasticity encompasses regrowth of spared axons, sprouting of new axon collaterals and the formation of novel
synaptic connections. Much of this knowledge has been obtained from behavioral or anatomical studies in adult animals. An important limitation
of adult spinal cord studies is the difficulty of performing high-throughput physiological assessment, which is easier in neonatal preparations1.
One major difference is that wholemount ex vivo preparations of the adult brainstem and spinal cord have low viability. Another is that adult
spinal tissue is more opaque to light because it is thicker and myelinated. Although recent advances in in vivo imaging (see for example, 10-12)
may partially overcome these problems, the possibility of performing high throughput imaging at any desired dorsoventral depth at multiple sites
along a given brainstem-spinal cord preparation is currently only feasible in neonates. The immature state of axon myelination in the neonatal
spinal cord facilitates high-throughput ex vivo optical recording, thus permitting a dynamic assessment of functional synaptic connections13-17.
Combined with genetically encoded calcium reporters and optogenetic stimulation and pharmacology tools, optical approaches can contribute to
a deeper understanding of the mechanisms underlying adaptive plasticity.

It is estimated that between 1-10% of all spinal cord injuries affect infants and children18-22. In contrast to adult SCI the pathogenesis and
potential for spontaneous recovery in pediatric SCI is less studied. Using a neonatal SCI model can therefore provide more insight into pediatric
SCI and contribute to a better understanding of the pathogenetic and recovery mechanisms involved. Moreover, post-SCI plasticity supporting
functional recovery in the adult spinal cord is believed to involve at least in part the same mechanisms that govern the development of the
central nervous system such as axon growth, branching and formation of new synapses23-26. Thus, using a neonatal SCI model could provide
important insights into mechanisms that are also operative in the adult spinal cord, or that could potentially be reinstated in the adult spinal cord
(for example by implantation of fetal cells or tissue or of tissue constructed de novo from pluripotent stem cells) to facilitate recovery.

The neonatal mouse thus provides a platform for an integrative, multi-methodological approach to investigating adaptive plasticity following
spinal cord injury, in which a combination of behavioral, physiological, anatomical, molecular and genetic methods can be readily employed.
Establishing standardized neonatal injury models is an important step in implementing such studies.
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Protocol

This experimental protocol has been approved by the National Animal Research Authority in Norway (Forsøksdyrutvalget, local experimental
approval number 12.4591) in compliance with European Union animal care regulations (Federation European Laboratory Animal Science
Association). Efforts were made to minimize the number of animals used and their suffering. In this article the procedure used on postnatal (P)
day 1 wild-type ICR (Imprinting Control Region) mice (Jackson, USA) is described but the same approach can also be used at later stages.

1. Constructing a Gas Anesthesia System for Neonatal Mice (Figure 1)

1. Build a nose-mask from the tip of a syringe. Connect this to the 3-way stopcock with plastic tubing (Figure 1 - red tubing and Figure 2A1).
2. Drill a small hole in the side of the nose mask and connect this to plastic tubing to remove the overflow of gas from the mask. End the tubing

either at a vacuum pump set for a slight negative pressure, or in a fume hood (Figure 1 - bright green tubing).
3. Make an anesthesia chamber from a 150 mm x 25 mm plastic Petri dish (Figure 2A2).

1. On one side, make a hole large enough to accommodate the head of the mouse and the nose mask.
2. On the opposite side, make two smaller holes through which the plastic tubes to and from the nose mask can be inserted (Figure 1 -

red and bright green tubing, respectively).
3. Make a third hole on the top of the lid and attach to this a third plastic tube that ends at the vacuum pump (Figure 1 - dark green

tubing). The purpose of this third tube is to ensure that any excess gas that has not been captured by the outlet from the nose mask is
removed.

4. Build a sleep chamber by making a hole in the bottom of any kind of lab dish that is large enough to contain the mouse and has a smooth
and even edge (the opening of the dish must lie flush with the table to prevent leakage of gas). Connect the hole in the chamber to the 3-way
stopcock with plastic tubing (Figure 1 - brown tubing). Place the sleep chamber under a fume hood.

5. Connect a 3-way stopcock to the outlet tube from the vaporizer (Figure 1 - yellow tubing and Figure 2A3).
6. Connect the inlet of the vaporizer to the oxygen supply (Figure 1 - blue tubing).

2. Modification of a Yasargil Temporary Aneurysm Mini-clip to Create the Compression Tool
(Figure 2 and Table 1)

1. Affix the clip firmly to a stand with a clamp. Using a binocular loupe for visual control, file down the outer surface of the tip of each clip blade
to a final thickness of about 150 µm using a sharpening stone mounted on a drill (Figure 2B and C).

2. Make a stopper for the clip by cutting a short stretch of polyethylene capillary tubing (Table 1) under a stereomicroscope using a micro-
knife (Table 1), and place this on one of the blades (Figure 2A4 and Figures 2B and C). This prevents full closure of the clip and creates
standardized compression dimensions. When the clip is closed the interblade distance is about 230 µm. Make a new stopper for each
experiment as the polyethylene material may compress during use, which would alter the interblade space.
 

Note: The spring tension of the clip diminishes over time such that after about 80 compressions the clip no longer closes fully to the stopper
and needs to be replaced.

3. Preparation Prior to Surgery

1. Place the mouse in the sleep chamber (Figure 1) and initiate anesthesia with 4% isoflurane (Figure 2A5) vaporized in pure oxygen, using a
vaporizer (Figure 2A3 and Table 1).

2. Test the withdrawal reflex of the mouse by gently pinching the web of skin between the toes with a thin plastic forceps. Do this carefully
as new-born mice are easily injured. Pinching too hard results in immediate bruising. Performing this test at the beginning of the sedation
triggers the reflex and provides a good indication of the amount of force necessary.

3. Once the reflex is abolished, remove the mouse from the sleep chamber and place it in a prone position on the operating table with the snout
inserted into the nose mask that provides a continuous supply of 4% isoflurane mixed in pure oxygen (Figure 1). Ensure that the warming
pad is switched on and set to 37-38 °C as hypothermia during surgery can be fatal.

4. To achieve complete analgesia, inject subcutaneously 50 µl of the local anesthetic Bupivacain (2.5 mg/ml, Figure 2A6) at the surgery site (in
the experiments reported here, this is at thoracic level (T)9-T11). Use an insulin syringe (300 µl, 30 G, Figure 2A7 and Table 1) to perform
the injection.

5. Reduce the isoflurane concentration delivered to the nose mask to 1-2%.

4. Dorsal Laminectomy

1. Perform surgery under microscopic control.
2. After cleaning the surgery area with chlorhexidine gluconate (Table 1 #19) for at least 30 sec, make a 1-2 mm transverse skin incision at T9-

T11 using a microknife (Figure 2A8).
 

Note: In ICR neonatal mice the rostral part of the stomach, visible when it contains milk, is facing the vertebral levels T12-T13 (Figure 3).
Another landmark is the rostral part of the thoracic subcutaneous adipose tissue aggregate which ends at about T8-9. This landmark is only
visible after skin incision.

3. Use forceps (Figure 2A9 and A10) to widen the skin opening in a transverse direction to 8-9 mm by pulling the skin gently rostrally and
caudally (the skin tears easily, creating a smooth and straight wound). This provides sufficient lateral access to the spinal column.
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4. Retract the edges of the skin incision from underlying structures by inserting sterile pieces of hemostatic gelatin sponge (Figure 2A11 and
Table 1) subcutaneously rostral and caudal to the incision. This enlarges the opening and prevents the skin from retracting and obscuring the
area during surgery. The hemostatic gelatin sponge does not need to be soaked in saline prior to use.

5. To expose the spine, dissect the paravertebral muscles using thin scissors (Figure 2A12, and Table 1). Cut the attachments of the muscles
to the vertebral column and expose the lamina (Figure 4A). Note also that at this stage the spinal process is underdeveloped.

6. Identify the midline and cut transversely between the two laminae (which at this stage is cartilaginous) with thin scissors (Figure 4B).
Carefully place one blade of a thin forceps between the lamina and the dura (Figure 4C), grasp the lamina with the forceps and lift it carefully
up until a piece breaks away, leaving the dura intact (Figure 4D). Repeat this 2-3 times to obtain a 1-2 segment long laminectomy.

7. Using the thin forceps as rongeurs, remove parts of the facet joints bilaterally to gain enough space to place the clip within the vertebral
canal. Clean the surgical area and control bleeding with small pieces of hemostatic gelatin sponge.

5. Spinal Cord Compression Injury

1. Open the modified aneurysm mini-clip in the clip holder (Figure 2A13 and Figure 2B) and place the blades on either side of the spinal cord in
the spaces between the facet joins and the cord. Make sure that the blades are inserted deeply enough to affect the ventral part of the spinal
cord. If this is not possible, remove more of the facet joints.

2. Release the mini-clip rapidly, holding it in place with the clip holder to prevent it from sliding. Maintain the compression for 15 sec.
3. Open the mini-clip rapidly and remove it. To achieve a symmetrical compression, reverse the orientation of the mini-clip, and using the

easily seen mark made by the haemorrhagic edema from the first compression as a guide, reposition the clip in the reverse orientation for a
second 15-sec compression (prior experiment showed that this generates symmetrical histological and physiological deficits, whereas single
compressions do not1). The dura should not be damaged by the compression.

4. Clean the area and maintain hemostasis with pieces of hemostatic gelatin sponge.
5. Remove the pieces of hemostatic gelatin sponge that were placed under the edges of the skin incision at the start of the surgery and close

the skin incision with sterile 6.0 suture and a needle holder (Figure 2A14 and 15).
6. Inject subcutaneously 0.75 mg/kg body weight Buprenorphine (Figure 2A16) diluted in sterile PBS using an insulin syringe (300 µl, 30 G).

6. Postoperative Care

1. Remove the mouse from the nose mask and place it in a temperature-controlled chamber set at 30 °C until the anesthesia wears off and the
mouse becomes alert (1-3 hr is typically sufficient).

2. Inject Diazepam (Figure 2B17) intraperitoneally into the mother (8 g/kg body weight). This creates a torpor that diminishes the risk of
cannibalism during the first night, when this risk is highest.

3. Return the operated mouse to the litter.
4. If the litter is large (>12 pups), remove some of the unoperated pups, preferentially the larger animals if they differ in size, to

reduce competition for the milk. Maternal care of the operated pups is best in the ICR line if the litter size is around 9 pups.
5. For pain management, administer Buprenorphine (0.75 mg/kg body weight) subcutaneously once a day during the first postoperative days,

using an insulin syringe (300 µl, 30 G). An appropriate volume for subcutaneous injection is 30-50 µl. In neonatal mice vocalization and
agitation are good indicators of pain.

6. Perform a daily examination of the injured mice using a score sheet to evaluate nutrition, body weight, dehydration, pain, wound
healing, urine retention and infection status. According to the score obtained, provide special care, such as injections of a sterile pediatric
nutrition solution (Table 1 #18) in case of abnormal nutrition. The score sheet also defines humane endpoint criteria. A mother that does not
reject the injured pups is the best caregiver.

7. In the unusual case of bladder dysfunction, perform bladder massage twice a day until function is restored. This is done by placing the mouse
in a supine position in one hand and massaging the lower abdomen gently in a rostro-caudal direction using a fingertip.

Representative Results

Spinal cord compression injury and loss of function

As described previously, by optimizing the preoperative, surgical and postoperative procedures, a reproducible compression SCI model in the
neonatal mouse can be obtained1. The polyethylene stopper placed on one blade of the clip (Figure 2B and C) prevents the full closure of the
clip and keeps the inter-blade distance consistently at about 230 µm. Reversing the orientation of the clip in between the two compressions
results in a symmetrical injury, as judged by histological sequelae (Figure 5A and 1). Immediately after mini-clip removal, the compressed spinal
cord tissue becomes darker due to hemorrhagic contusion and edema. Observation of serial sections of the injured spinal cord stained for Eosin
and Hematoxylin already one day after injury reveals gradual deterioration of the tissue when approaching the lesion epicenter (Figure 5A). The
presence of intraspinal cavities or blood in the lesion is not unusual.

Behavioral assessment, for example by tracking hindlimb trajectories under non-weight bearing conditions a few hours after surgery, shows a
dramatic impairment of hindlimb motility in SCC injured mice compared to sham control mice in which only a laminectomy is performed (Figure
5B and 1). This test can be repeated until the mouse is able to perform other behavioral tests that require bearing its own weight1.

Mortality and recovery after surgery

Intraoperative mortality is mainly due to apnea and cardiac arrest caused by the high concentration of isoflurane needed to achieve sufficient
anesthesia. Introducing the local anesthetic Bupivacaine into the surgical protocol permits reduction of the isoflurane concentration and thereby
diminishes significantly the mortality rate. In a recent experimental series including more than 20 animals, the intraoperative mortality was nil.
In contrast, post-operative survival is mainly influenced by the acceptance of the operated mice by their mother. A significant improvement
occurred when anxiety and aggressiveness was reduced by delivering a single injection of Diazepam (i.p. 8 g/kg body weight) to the mother
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before returning the operated mice to the litter1. Acceptance and postoperative recovery of the operated mice can be monitored by the presence
of milk in the stomach. The stomach of a P1-P7 mouse that has drunken milk is clearly white and visible through the abdominal skin (Figure 3).
Comparison of feeding in operated, sham control and unoperated mice is useful for assessing the nutritional status of injured mice. Assessing
the growth of operated versus unoperated mice shows that despite a little weight loss during the first post-operative day, the growth curve of
operated mice normalizes rapidly thereafter (Figure 6). Mortality related to bladder dysfunction or infection was never observed even in mice
studied for as long as 7 weeks.

Number in Fig.
2

Name Manufacturer/
Provider

Reference # Link Comment

1 Plastic syringe
(30 or 50 ml)

2 Plastic Petri dish
(150 x 25 mm)

3 Fortec isoflurane
vaporizer

Cyprane http://www.mssmedical.co.uk/products/new-
vaporisers/

We use and
old device out
of production,
check the link for
newer device

4a Yasargil
temporary
aneurysm mini-
clip

Æsculap FE681K http://www.aesculapusa.com/assets/base/doc/
DOC697_Rev_C-Yasargil_Aneurysm_Clip.pdf

4b Fine bore
polyethylene
capillary tubing
ID 0.58 mm, OD
0.96 mm

Smiths Medical 800/100/200 http://www.smiths-medical.com/
industrialproducts/8/39/

5 Isoflurane
(Forene)

Abbott GmbH &
Co. KG

http://www.life-sciences-europe.com/product/forene-
abbott-gmbh-wiesbaden-group-narcotic-germany-
west-2001-1858.html

6 Marcain
(Bupivacain)

AstraZeneca http://www.astrazeneca.co.uk/medicines01/
neuroscience/Product/marcaine

7 Insuline syringe
0.3 ml 30 G x
8mm

VWR 80086-442 https://us.vwr.com/store/catalog/product.jsp?
product_id=4646138

8 Ultra Fine Micro
Knife 5 mm
cutting edge

Fine Science
Tools

10315-12 http://www.finescience.de/katalog_ansicht.asp?
Suchtyp=
 

Kat&suchkatalog=0019900000&reloadmenu=1

9 Extra Fine
Graefe Forceps
— 0.5 mm Tip

Fine Science
Tools

1153-10 http://www.finescience.de/katalog_ansicht.asp?
Suchtyp=
 

Kat&suchkatalog=0055700000&reloadmenu=1

Not really
necessary, often
the teeth are too
large

10 Forceps
SuperGrip
Straight

Fine Science
Tools

00632-11 http://www.finescience.de/katalog_ansicht.asp?
Suchtyp=
 

Kat&suchkatalog=0053500000&reloadmenu=1

Two forceps are
necessary

11 Spongostan
Special 70 x 50
x 1 mm

Ferrosan

12 Vannas Spring
Scissors —
2 mm Blades
Straight

Fine Science
Tools

15000-03 http://www.finescience.de/katalog_ansicht.asp?
Suchtyp=
 

Kat&suchkatalog=0012800000&reloadmenu=1

13 Vario Clip
Applying
Forceps

Aesculap FE502T http://www.aesculapusa.com/assets/base/doc/
DOC697_Rev_C-Yasargil_Aneurysm_Clip.pdf

14 Vicryl 6–0
(Ethicon)

Johnson and
Johnson

J105G

15 Diethrich micro
needle holder

11-510-20 http://trimed-ltd.com/Products/Suture-Instruments/
Micro-Needle-Holders-With-Tungsten-Carbide-
Inserts/Ref-11-29.html
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16 Temgesic
(buprenorphine)

Schering-Plough

17 Stesolid
(diazepam)

Actavis Also known as
Valium

18 Pedamix Fresenius Kabi http://www.helsebiblioteket.no/retningslinjer/pediatri/
mage-tarm-lever-ern%C3%A6ring/parenteral-ern
%C3%A6ring

19 Klorhexidinsprit
(chlorhexidine
gluconate)

Fresenius Kabi D08A C02 http://www.felleskatalogen.no/medisin/
klorhexidinsprit-fresenius-kabi-klorhexidinsprit-farget-
fresenius-kabi-fresenius-kabi-560639

Table 1. List of tools and equipment for generating a clip-driven spinal cord compression injury in a neonatal mouse.

 

Figure 1. Schematic of anesthesia setup. This schematic presents the anesthesia setup designed for the neonatal mouse, with a sleep
chamber for initial anesthesia and a nose mask device for continued anesthesia during surgery.

 

Figure 2. Principal tools and compression clip. (A) Tools used during the procedure. The numbers correspond to the annotation used
in Table 1. (B and C) A Yasargil temporary aneurysm mini-clip with the tip of each blade manually trimmed down to about 150 µm thickness. A
stopper made of a slice of polyethylene tubing (Table 1) is placed on one of the blades to prevent full closure of the clip. Scale bar: 2 mm. App:
clip applicator (#12 in A); St: stopper. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
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Figure 3. Landmark for preoperative assessment of spinal level in neonatal ICR mouse. (A) Lateral view of a P1 ICR mouse with white milk
in the stomach. The rostral part of the stomach corresponds to T12-T13 spinal level. (B) P1 ICR mouse under anesthesia in a prone position.
Although more difficult to visualize than in (A), the stomach filled with milk is recognizable. The rostral part of the stomach indicates T12-T13
spinal level. Scale bars: 0.5 cm.

 

Figure 4. Dorsal laminectomy. (A) Dissection of paravertebral muscles. Note that at this age the spinal process is underdeveloped. (B)
Transversal sectioning of the lamina with thin scissors. (C) Introduction of one blade of a thin forceps between the lamina and the dura. The entry
point is shown by the arrowhead. (D) Removal of the lamina. Scale bar: 2 mm.
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Figure 5. Histological and behavioral outcomes after spinal cord compression injury at P1. (A) Eosin and Hematoxylin staining in spinal
cord sections from an injured mouse (1 day after injury) at different distance from the injury epicenter. (B) Representative traces of forelimb and
hindlimb trajectories observed 6 hours after injury or after a sham control laminectomy. Traces on the top represent trajectories viewed from a
lateral view of the animal. Traces at the bottom represent trajectories viewed from the ventral aspect of the animal. See also 1. Scale bar: 250
µm. DH: dorsal horn; L, left; R: right; SCC: spinal cord compression; VH: ventral horn. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

 

Figure 6. Comparative growth curves. Histogram showing the weight gain of unoperated and SCC injured mice from postnatal day 1 to
postnatal day 9.

Discussion

In this article the procedures for a clip-generated SCC injury in P1 mice are described. The same procedures can also be performed at later
stages. Compression injuries were performed successfully at P5, P7, P9 and P12 (Züchner, et al., manuscript in preparation). At all postnatal
stages, general anesthesia is obtained with isoflurane vaporized in pure oxygen, but the anesthetic outcome depends greatly on age. In initial
attempts at P1-P4, before local anesthesia was introduced into the protocol, it was difficult to obtain a deep and prolonged sedation due to
a narrow dose-effect window between insufficient sedation and overdose. In addition, concerns related to a neurotoxic effect of isoflurane in
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newborn animals have been raised27-30. A combination of isoflurane and the local anesthetic Bupivacaine results in a deeper and more stable
anesthesia while permitting an isoflurane dose reduction by a factor of 2-3. Different types of anesthesia have been described for neonatal
rodents, including cryoanesthesia31,32, but one potential inconvenience of cryoanesthesia is its neuroprotective effect (reviewed by 33,34), which
could complicate the generation of an efficient and reproducible injury. Barbiturate-based anesthesia is considered to have lower efficiency in
neonatal mice due to lower levels of serum albumin and body fat than in adults35,36.

Although quite invasive and traumatic, once the procedure is established the mortality rate during surgery is low. However, there are critical steps
during the procedure that require particular attention to improve the recovery and survival of the operated mice. One important issue is to select
pups that will have the best chance to survive the surgery. When the litter is large the nutritional state of the individual pups varies. In addition to
the unavoidable bleeding that occurs during surgery, operated pups spend hours away from the mother, and they often do not drink milk before
the next morning. It is thus an advantage to select pups that already have a certain amount of milk in the stomach. This is readily visible through
the abdominal skin from P0 to P7.

During the first night the operated pup is at great risk of being cannibalized by the mother. During initial development of this model more than
half of the operated mice were missing the following morning, with clear signs of blood in the cage. Necrophagy, cannibalism and infanticide in
rodents have been studied for decades37-40. In this study, cannibalism was only witnessed once, but was considered a more likely explanation
than necrophagy because the pups that were returned to the cage were typically in such good shape that death by natural causes during
the night seemed improbable. This prompted the idea of using a reversible pharmacological agent such as Diazepam to reduce anxiety and
aggressiveness in the mother (reviewed by 41). Intraperitoneal injection of Diazepam greatly improved the situation, dropping mortality during the
first night from more than 60% to less than 20%.

Reducing litter size by culling and disturbing the litter as little as possible following postoperative return are additional elements that can benefit
the operated animals. However, leaving only operated pups with the mother is not beneficial. The best balance of operated/unoperated pups may
vary according to the line, but for ICR and SCID-ICR mice leaving 4-5 operated pups (injury or sham) together with 3-4 unoperated pups gave
the best results.

In a general sense, the main limitation of this neonatal SCI model is that the neonatal spinal cord differs in many respects from the adult spinal
cord, and thus may not provide experimental results that are comparable to those obtained from adult SCI models. Such differences include
overall size and volume of the spinal cord, cell number, under-representation of specific cell types such as oligodendrocytes, immature immune
responses and immature neuronal circuits. Conclusions drawn from experiments in this model must therefore be considered carefully. On the
other hand, the model is relevant for the relatively less investigated scenario of pediatric SCI. Moreover, the apparent weakness with respect to
adult SCI models is also a potential strength as it may allow the elucidation of plasticity mechanisms that, though minimally extant in the adult
spinal cord, could represent a therapeutic substrate if reinstated. It is conceivable that reinstatement of neonatal or even embryonic conditions
could be implemented through the implantation of less developed cells or tissue or by treatment with reagents that engender the adult tissue with
earlier developmental characteristics. Using enzymes to eliminate perineuronal nets is an example of the latter approach42,43.

A major issue when establishing an animal model for SCI is to obtain a standardized injury. This is an important aspect that has been addressed
in multiple SCI models, e.g., transection, hemisection, impactors, balloon compression, forceps crush, static weight compression, etc. With
respect to impacting devices, efforts in this direction have resulted in SCI models in adult rodents where multiple parameters of the impact such
as speed, force and duration can be manipulated (reviewed by 44). Another approach, involving less equipment, employs a modification of the
Kerr-Lougheed aneurysm clip45,46. These 2 approaches are complementary as the impactor mimics a contusion injury whereas the clip mimics
a compression injury with some degree of concurrent ischemia. Because of the substantial size constraints and greater vulnerability of neonatal
mice, the higher mortality associated with longer surgeries as well as the costs of developing smaller scale equipment, it was chosen to develop
a clip-generated compression rather than an impactor-generated contusion approach. This was accomplished by adapting a commercially
available aneurysm mini-clip to accommodate the size of the vertebral column of neonatal mice1. Adding a stopper ensures a standardized
compression width, and as long as the tension of the clip compresses to the limit of the stopper, the force of the compression during the static
phase at minimal width should vary little. What is not standardized is the velocity of the compression during its dynamic phase, since this will
vary as the clip tension changes over its lifetime. As the static phase of the compression lasts much longer than the dynamic phase, and there is
little to suggest that the spinal cord tissue exerts much of a counterforce against the mini-clip blades, it is likely that the severity of injury is most
dependent on the static phase. This, however, remains to be tested. Injury severity is likely to depend on multiple factors, including the static
compression force and duration, the velocity of compression and decompression, the position of the mini-clip, and the number of compressions
performed at the same site. Thus, combinatorial variation in these parameters could result in the generation of a spectrum of injury severities
from weak to severe. Despite the potential for variability, in our previously published study1 we obtained consistent results at histological,
physiological and behavioral levels, so there is little to suggest that acceptable standardization is hard to achieve. We note that in that study we
used multiple methods of validation at each level, including behavioral tests such as air-stepping as shown in Figure 5.

In this neonatal SCI model the injury spares a certain proportion of axons and thereby provides a situation favorable for eliciting adaptive
plasticity through the re-modeling of spared connections and the formation of new circuits. Moreover, since the neonatal mouse is well suited
for investigation by many experimental methods, it is possible to use this model to study functional recovery and adaptive plasticity with an
integrative approach, including behavioral tests, retrograde and anterograde axonal tracing, immunohistochemistry, electrophysiology and high-
throughput optical recording1. As an example, we took advantage of this integrative approach to demonstrate network re-modeling at the level of
specific descending inputs using high-throughput calcium imaging in ex vivo wholemount preparations of the brain stem and injured spinal cord1.
This can be pushed further by using neuro-optogenetic and optogenetic pharmacology tools to assess the remodeling of synaptic connections
among specific subpopulations of spinal neurons.
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